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Environmental rack 1400x1035x500mm - with fluid
collection tray, 440L
SKU 50440

This movable storage rack of 1400x1035x350mm is hot dip galvanized
and comes excluding tubes. Depending on the stack height, the total load
varies between 3300 kilograms and 5500 kilograms. The own weight of
this stacking rack is 84 kilograms, excluding tubes.

TECHNICAL DATA

Material Metal

Outside dimension lenght 1400

Outside dimension width 1035

Outside dimension height 310

Volume 440

Type Single Mobilrack

Product new

PRODUCT DESCRIPTION

Movable storage rack 1400x1035x500mm -
hot dip galvanized, excl. pipes

This hot dip galvanized stacking rack has the inner dimensions of
1400x1035x500mm and is suitable for transport and storage. When
extra storage capacity is needed, more storage racks can be set up easily
and quickly, which makes this storage rack very flexible. This makes this
rack also suitable for seasonal peaks. These post pallet racks are hot-dip
galvanized so they are scratch resistant, more robust and corrosion is
prevented. The tubes at the corners of the stacking rack are available in
different standard heights, this stacking rack also comes exclusive of
tubes. This rack has its own weight (excluding tubes) of 102 kilograms
and the load capacity of this storage rack is 1500 kilograms. This rack is
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movable, because of the two handles that are mounted on the rack.

The outer size from the feet is 1545x1180x500mm and the size of the
tank is 1290x1190x310mm. The center distance is 1370x1050mm.

- You can stack 5 racks on top of each other with a total load of 5500
kilograms, with a tube length of 1050mm.

- You can stack 4 racks on top of each other with a total load of 4400
kilograms, with a tube length of 1680mm.

- You can stack 3 racks on top of each other with a total load of 3300
kilograms, with a tube length of 2100mm.

Link to visit this page:

https://rotom.co.uk/environmental-rack-1400x1035x500mm-with-fluid-
collection-tray-440l-50440
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